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. '  . This study of the criticism on Henry James' that appeared in America '; 
between 1916 and 1950 intends to give acomprehensive historical view of 
the, author and his critics and to ascertain̂  if possible,, through a 
study of this criticism the reasons behind the revival of interest in 
Henry James. • ' v'';

fhere has been no atter^ made to give a complete annotated bib
liography of books and -articles relating to Henry James/ rather represent
ative selections from the wealth of critical material available have been - 
chosen o " For the most part this material has been presented. %  
ological order of its appearance„ Exceptions to this order;have beenv ■. 
made only for pwposes of comparison and illustration^ : ' ' ; • • .

; Although this study is principally concerned with criticism that . 
appeared after James deaths a summary of the American criticism that 
appeared during James's lifetime has been given with the view in mind 
of furthering the meaning, of the later criticism. The views of foreign 
critics have been represented; here only when they were pmblished in _ 

toerica and -appeared̂ tOcbe s i g n i f i c a n t .•/, ■■ V.
Another work of somewhat like hature is. F* We Dupee's The Question " 

of Henry. James 9 (1945 %  In this work. Dupes has collected twenty-six :;i _.:
representative essays by well known critics ranging; in point of time 
from 1879 to 1943. These essays s although unaccompanied by critical 
comment s are .meant to. present a panoramic view of the criticism of 

Henry James« V; 'w: ■ - - , . ' ;. ">■;. t: ty,; . t '



Richard Hicholos Foley8s Criticism In American Periodicals off the . 
Works of Henry James Prom 1066 to 1916 (1944) is similar in treatment 
to the one presented here* but covers only that criticism which appeared-;- 
during James*s lifetime. - - " - -



SHAPTIB i;

The . critieal controversy that raged over the works of Henry James ' 
throughout his lifetimes and is as yet still unsettled, began with some 
of the earliest reviews of his works0 : The Nation in.1868 in praise of 
Jameses The Story of a Masterpiece s a i d “He is never commonplacê  never 
writes without knowing what he wants to dos and never has an ineident 
or a character that is not in.some way neeessary to. the production of 
sueh effects as he aims ato"^ In a later issue of the same year' the 
Nation praised his ability to set before the reader,"for Inspection* 
if hot for action̂  a real persono11 ̂ In contrast tor this point of view 
the Round Table in 1869' said that his characters had an air'of unreality 
and that he was not adept enough as an . artist to paint the delicate 
shades of character that were necessary, in the delineation of women03 

By the time of the publication of.James rs first book, A Passionate 
Pilgrim,, and Other. Tales. (18?5) the question of Henry James as an 
artist had grown tp such proportions that it was treated in most of the. 
leading literary periodicals of the time. Milliam Dean Howells in the 
Atlantic commented upon James8 s limited audience and his faintly patron
ising air and defended James’s style, his originality5, and his treatment

(Jan, 301868}5 94. . . .
: 2V1 (May 283.1868)3. 434. '';:' ■. tr ' : > ^ :i . ::

. 3711 CJune 2?s 1868) 3 411. . . -



of Americans6̂  The Mationr, although friendly as a whole5,, criticized 
the lack of discernible moral value and the too delicate drawing of 
characters*? Scribner# attributed the lack of feeling;in the book to 
the fact that James was too much of an observer and not as emotionally 
involved with his character creations as he should have, been*^■

2n the criticism of. Roderick Hudson Ci875) many of the points over 
which critical controversy was to continue throughout the history: of 
Jamesian criticism were established*. G» P; Lathrop in the Atlantic 
discussed,, in a favorable lights such points as.the artistic writing, ' 
plots, objectivitys reality of the characters, and James8s lack of 
compression.*̂  . So B» Wister in the North American complained of Jameses 
lack of plot .and incident and of the excess,of.conversation„ "But what 
do these animated varieties of men and. women do? They do nothing" but 
talk* There is as great a Want of incident as of plot*81 ̂ ; :

The controversial bpinions'that were held concerning the quality 
of James #  works during this period (1868=1880) ranged from that held 
by Scribner*ss which said of The American, that it was a conspicuous 
failure at novel writing,^ to that held by the North American* which 
said of the same .novel that it was. undisputable evidence of James #

, iiSCni C A p r i l , ; " Vf; ■ ' •
5"James*s Tales and Sketches,M XX (June 24, 1875), 214=215*

- 6"A Passionate Pilgrim,11 Scribner*s0 IX (April, IB?5), 777*
7XXH1I (Feb*, .1$?#}^;:237^3^
'̂’Roderick' Hudson," North American* CXXII (April, 1876), 421*



skill, as a literary artist- These incompatible judgements tend to 
indicate that: the old standards of literary, criticism were invalid in 
judging James’s innovations in the field of x-rriting, : In evaluating ; 
his works the.-, critics were forced to. take stands on. artistic issues 
which heretofore they.had not needed to consider with any fine degree 
of perceptive analysiŝ  Mo crude formulas for art such as those which . 
said fiction without'adventure was impossible^ were applicable0 To 
just what degree was the artist obligated to deal with- prescribed sub- 
ject matter? -Was an obvious • moral purpose necessary and how: obvious 
must it be? To what extent is the author at liberty to subjugate phys
ical action to mental conflict? Could the obj ective: psychological ahal— 
ysis of character take the place of a subjectiye emotional portrayal? V.,,' 
How important was style' arid form? lay an author choose a setting with 
whichVihe majority of his readers are unable to identify themselves? - 
And to' what extent can he demand a sustained intellectual approach to; f 
his work and still be. exhonerated of charges of dullness and obscurity? . 
These, were some, of the- issues upon which the critics were forced to .
 ̂offer ©pinionso Jh corisiderlng why these critical questions Should be 
peculiar to the art of James s it should be remembered that he was almost 
the only writer" .at this time whose donriee was the comparatively new field 

;;pf psyp^pib^ihViy r
With the publication of The Portrait of a lady (1881) James reached 

a peak of popularity that he was not again to enjoy Until after 1890o.

l%o. Za Burlingame 3 "Hew American Novels s CXXk. (Sept»3. 187?)»



•fiie. favorable criticism that he, received at this time indieates that 
his critics had a clearer understanding, of what he was. trying to do. ' 
William Bean Howell#, in the Century, expounded uponJamesr3 literary 
merits. : He pointed to .his workmanship and his style as.examples of 
perfection. The cold.hearted objectivity that others had previously 
found revolting Howells termed artistic1impartiality and praised.
Jamess .he felt 3 drew a picture of: his characters as they, were and allow- 
.ed. his readers,: to study this picture and. come to.their own conclusions 
as to whether or -not .they ■ liked .what, they saw. Howella3-in/an attempt:: i 
to oyercpme the American anti=James attitude3 pointed out that he was 
not satirising Ameriean womanhood 3 but, only picthring it as it appeared.
- to the,.eye of the Impartial observer.' 3h answer to the complaints about 
the ending of The Portrait of a lady Howells offered a penetrating ex= :
. planation. Be said that dames Was principally'interested, in . the char
acter development and. not the fate of ,his p e o p l e y ,

1 ':p . Even those. critics whose reviews were- unfavorable" were more dis-: ■ 
eerning in their : criticism of The Portrait of a lady than they had been 
in their previous reviews. They , praised its literary merits 3. especially 

, •the.;fine..character development.̂  ‘ / t :
f.'-' From ̂thls time until the publication of The Prinoes.s Casamassima ■ :■ 
fl886) James %  popularity declined . The general criticism of this 
period (:188'2=-1886) reached its low in the reviews of the Bostonians. : 

These: reviews, are rather well exemplified by. the ..criticism that appeared

-^,,:Henry James3 Jrvs ".Eentm%3 111 (1882);9 25=29.



■ ; / :'yy / ; ; : ■ .
In the Atlantic o In this article H. E» Seudder admired. .James8's fresh”
ness but deplored his lack of 'understanding of Americans^ his objective
analysis s . and imfeeling characterization,,^ Although the Princess ;
Gasamassima was more favorably reviewedit was still unpopular en- ■ '
ough to cause James to say in a letter to Howells in reference to it
and the Bostonians„ "They have reducedthe desire and demand for my

^productions te' gero< , ' -I ."I;-. . > ' , : \ -
The reviews, of The Tragic liuse(1890) marked a decided advance in

.the quality of Jamesian criticism. The ever faithful Howells pointed
out-once again that James was principally concerned with character
development and that plot was only a means to this end, , He said that
to look for plot 5, where none. was intended to be2 was a stupid mistake
made by Inferior readers' and. their pandering critics 0 ® The style of ■
the novel was generaliy. commended^, and H» E<, Seudder noted one of - 1/
James8 s characteristics that was to be further developed in The Ambass°
adore:, his method of portraying character by viewing it entirely through
the: mind of other characters

. ^njames s Crawford, and Howells," Atlantic, I¥1I (Junes 1886) j
851-453. .  ̂ : ;: . t : ; ,

\ ̂ HafperW, - W W  (April, 1887) , 829; Eation, ILIf (Febo 10, 188?}, 5.
l^Henfy James, letters,, ed= Percy Lubbock 1, 135-136=

. .̂ H a r p e r 1EQCI (Sept., 1890), 639-641. : : ' : I".I
^Nation? IX (Deco 25, 1890), 505t Ghautauquan0 XI (Aug.= 1890),

649? Critics IfXl (Aug. 2, 1890), 55. . : ; ".1 / ' -i t .
^Atlantic = IXVI (Sept., 1890), 419-422. •



; The next six years of James ' s literary activity teas principally 
devoted to the writing and production of plays. The tepid comments 
that his dramatic efforts excited were of little critical significance. 
Buring this period James also terete some of ;his best short stories. i. 
They drew -little critical comment5 and that little was entirely unworthy 
of the quality of the stories.^ ' . ; v ;■ ; hi:

In 1896 James produced his first book witten in the new manner. 
ffhe Spoils of. Poj/nton.^ Criticisms of this book varied from, that by . 
William M. Payne in the Dial in which he saids-of the novel2 Mltis 
about as cold blooded and unattractive as it is possible for a work of 
fietion to be£r,r?^ to that in the Hation which said s ” The fancy is fine . 
enough and the;phrases; are good, enough to afford a;rare pleasurep of a 
’ kind, which the author alone is able to give us in perf eehionef ■ v ;
; . ... islhat Haisie Knew ©licit.ed comments that; were.' for themost .part. ‘'; i 
decidedly unfavorable. A description of his faults included the foil-? 
owing typical adjectives5 trying^ obscure3 incoherent3 difficulty for- 
midable o immoral and artificialo^ In the Cage met with the same ; ; 
derogatory remarks, as had lhat ffelsje Knew. The criticism of the

; ' ' Atlantic, lOTr (OctoS 1895), 56$. ; ' .
.. ' ; :̂ letters9 X0 232. y ,.. i ' ' - - ■ '■ ;■

2^11 :ĉ ay 16, 1897L 3ll»:v.': ; C . ■: ' ■ /;■■■;
: 189^, is0: < : : ' i -

: : • ^ l a t i o n s , . 3 2 0 f l  ; C F e b o  l ? 0  1 8 9 8 ) 1  = . ' v i .  y :  • I ; : ! ' ,  : \  1 & : :-



Bookman mas typical,;: It condemned his obscuritys; lack of action „ and
involved mann er-  fhe Two Magics, in which "The Turn of the Screw1!1 
appeareds revived Jameses reputation agains-and5 by the end.of.1S98> 
James was once more enjoying favorable..critical opinion,,  ̂One of the 
surprising characteristics of James was his. ability to make, literary 
comebacks» This he had done with the Tragic Muse (1890)s with "The 
Turn of the Screw" Cl898)-5 and he accomplished it once more with The 
Ambassadors (1903)o - v ; v

Fpllbwing.The Two &  James %s reputation,again suffered at the 
hands of the critics =, perhaps justifiably: so. The Awkward Age and The 
Sacred Fount were both poorly received.^4 The Mings of the Dove drew 
a large amount of criticism the majority of which was decidedly unfav
orable. This criticism was typified by that of J« £V HowbrSyjwho said 
that James wss principally concerned, with throwing his harmonizing blur 
over the inadequacy of what he was writing about 3 the result being that 
this long drawn-out novel was uBintelllgible 3 and most of it wearisome 
to the ordinary sanity of serious minds=̂  The objectionable and inad
equate subject matter and the over elaborated style and method, {the hew % 
manner) were the principal points of objection^ • . -

W l H  C:Jan.5 1899) 5 Wl* ’ ■ ■ ■ si:. : ' ■ ■ V
^^Ghautauquan 0 XX'/lII (March s 1899);. 6300 . . . .
2&Bookman, TI (July, 1899). 472-473; Dial, JMll (July l$ 1899) s 

21; mtion,. IZlZ (Aug. 243 1899), 1551 Outlook, IXVII (March 2s 1901) 3 
554? Independent, 3)111 (March 14? 1901)s 6l9o " 9 ^

27"The Apotheosis of Henry Jamessn Critic, XL! (Mov«s 1902}s 409«



- JameWs shattered reputation, partly recouped In The Better Sort 
C1903) and the William Wetmore Story and his Friends (1903), was made 

twhole once more upon the publication of The Ambassadors (1903). Jameses 
style, plot, Hiorality, philosophy, characterization, setting, wit, humor, 
dialogue, and even his seemingly difficult and obscure style were'praised 
by a number of leading literary magazines among which were the Bookman# 
the Atlantic, the Dial, and the Eatlon*.^

The Golden Bowl (1904) brought another deluge of unfavorable crit
icism down upon the author. But, as always, James had his defenders. 
Claude Bragdon in the Critic defended James %  obscurity by saying that 
James was as clear as he could be in his treatment of a very involved 
subject. -" Following the publication .of The Golden Bowl James concerned 

himself' •with' the enormous task of revising his •. selected works for a 
definitive, editiono V This edition, occupying twenty^four volumes must 
have been a great disappointment to JameSo The critics, for the most :; 
part praised his prefaces and ignored or condemned his revisions«,%
The last works of James to be published during his lifetime did little : 
to •revive the waning interest in him. His autobiographical works, A 
Small Boy and others (1913)' and Rotes of a Son and Brother (1914) were 
reviewed without enthusiasm. However, the unfavorable comments were

. 2#0okman, XVIII (Jan., 1904), 532-534? Dial, XXXVI (Jan, 1, 1904),
221 Hati6n'4hXXilIl (Feb. 4, 1904), 95? Atlantic9 XCIV (Sept. ̂ 1904), -

:  ̂ '4 / ' - ; •
29xmi (Jan., 1905%  20-22.: " '4 ' 4;-
30mtion, ixxmi (April 23, 1908), 3?6| Bookman, XXVIII (Sept., 1908), 

1 2 ^ 4 :  4: :\)4- ' -■ 4 ,:.4: • V;4 - :i- , > .



; ■ ' ' 9 more than balanced by the favorable,^ Rotes on Mot®lists (1914) met
with little literary comment most of which was friendlys h o w e v e r •'

Upon surveying the criticism, that appeared during James's !ife= 
time, about his works, it becomes immediately apparent that critical 
opinion never fitted itself into any easily tracable pattern. From 
first to last characteristics that were peculiar to Jameses writing 
were both highly praised and highly censored. Although certain of his 
works were, on the whole, favorably receivedj there was always an under= 
current of adverse criticism with which he had to contends During his 
lifetime there developed a group of critics who faithfully supported 
him at every opportunity, led by William Dean Howells and William C6 
Brownell they managed to establish James as an important author in the \ 
field of American literature. However, even this group of staunch foll
owers was not able to stem the tide of indifference that carried' James 
into near oblivion after the publication of The Golden Bowl.

The quality of criticism of Jameses work was as varied as the 
opinions of the critics. In some of the critiques his complete reputat
ion as an artist was based upon a single characteristic Of his writing. 
The critics of this calibre were able to sum up their opinion of James 
as an artist in a single sentence, he is obscure, he is immoral, he

^Bookman, XSWII (Aug., 1913)$ 217, Percy Bicknell, "Mr. James S's 
Memories of Boyhood," Dial, 1IF (May 1, 1913), 372-374? Independent.
M W  (July.3, 1913), 6.

32perey Bicknell, Dial, W I  (April 1, 1914), 289=291, Ration,
ZCIX (July 2, 1914), 16=17, Philip Eittell, "Henry James as a Critic," 
lew Republic, 1 (lev. 21, 1914), 26-28? Independent, 1BQC (Nov. 16, 
I9I4T7243; Brander Matthews, Bookman, Zh, (Dec., 1914), 460=462.



degrades American womanhood. Frank M. Colby typifies a.large class 
of -Jamesian critics» He felt that. James was highly immoral and that 
he hid this,Immorality behind an almost impenetrable hedge of verbiage« 
Tohim JamesEs women characters were "the harbingers of a powerful 
Babylonish time when the improprieties should sing together like the "
:morning stars." Colby felt that Jameses subject matter was ridiculous 
and in speaking of it said, "It is not forgotten that there is the 
larger class, (for whom this world in the main was made) to whom he is; ■ 
merely ridiculous» They do not see Why thoughts so unwilling to come ' 
out. need be extracted.” Colby does hot say why the subject; matter was 
ridiculous but only that it was. Of his style Colby saids ’’There is 
no doubt that Jameses style is too puffed: up with its secrets,” lh» :■ 
eidentally the secret, of what Colby meant by this critical sentence is 
not'divulged in his essay, Colby Cohdems the obscurity in dames. To 
illustrate his pbiht he does not quote from James but rather makes up 
a conversation of his.own which would have admirably demonstrated his 
' point if James had only Written it,-^ then this type of criticism is ; 
compared to that of William Dean Howells or W, C, Brownell; both of 
who. defended the attitudes they .had tdken ln the Jamesian controversy . 
with valid Illustrations or with fine perceptive analysis of what con^ 

stitutes art,34 the two extremes in the quality of criticism can be. seen

(Pew York, 1904); PPo 321-3350
., . v: 34william Dean Howells; "Mr, Henry James's later Work,’’ North
American, CMZVl (Jan, s11903125=137? William C. Brownell; American 
Brose Masters, .(Hew York, 1909), PP° 339=400, f : ;



■ • . ■; . : ■. ; • „ : . :

Th© principal characteristics irhieh Jameses critical eontemper-̂  
aries had in consnon were the points of issue over which they disagreed c 
These points of is sue s as they persistently appeared throughout his " 
lifetime, were concerned with treatment of character, choice of set^ 
ting,, labyrinthlan style, obscurity, morality, subordination of plot to 
character and character to situation, use of psychological conflicts, 
lack of emotion, objectivity, criticism, aestheticism, and, strangely 
enough, his attitude toward America and Americans=

The fact that there was little eonewenee of opinion on the subject 
of James o-s ability to handle these qualities of his art, many of which 
were peculiar to himself alone, is in itself a reflection on the quality 

• of American criticism during this period. Just as James made novel 
demands upon his readers so too he made them upon his critics. A few 

'- of his critics were able to meet these demands and, in doing so, add®# 
to the quality of the criticism of their age. Others, unable to comply 
and yet unable to refrain from comment, reduced, their criticism to the 
level of unsubstantiated ranto



CHAPTER II

The ynmsml amount of criticism pertaining to the works of James 
that appeared in American periodicals in the years immediately following 
James %  death in 1916 was markedly different in tone from the pedestrian 
comments that his final works had elicited in 1913 and 1914* For the 
most.part these criticisms were favorable in tone. Hhen treating on 
his separate works, they considered them as an artistic unit,"they 
tried to give sound reasons for their judgments, and, although individ
ual works were cited as examples of issues in question, the overall 
tendency was to sum up the whole of his artistic achlevaent.

His death and the fact that he had attracted a great deal of public 
-attention by his" renunciation of American eitisenship, plus the publicity 
that had come with his receipt of the Order of Merit shortly before his 
death undoubtedly accounted for the quantity of the criticism that appear
ed. Its favorable tone might be explained by the fact that it was his 
friends and followers who had been moved to write about him. And it is 
probably natural that upon his death the whole of his contribution to 
the field of art should be considered. But the feature of this crit
icism most worthy of note and not so easily explained was its quality.
How, for the first time,, a great many critics seemed to understand what 
James was aiming at, what the principles of good criticism were, and 

what the bounds of art were as James had defined them with his lifers 
work. The Jamesian- critic of this period came nearer than ever before



: . - ■ : . 13 
to realizing the ideal of himself that James had defined in his essay
on Critieismo^ He was more ■ ’’indefatiguably supple "j he eould shape
his ideas and understanding to fit those of the author» '

Although the general trend of criticism was more favorable s Jamesrg- ;
faults, fancied or;otherwise, were not forgotten, Henry Seidel Canby ;
in Harper r-s Weekly said that. there was little possibility. of defending: ; ■
Jamests "cunning analysis of life" as fiction. In reference to James rs .
sensitiyity and his obscurity Canby said, "Henry James, considered’as1̂ -;
literary: phenomenon, represented a sensitive mind8 s reaction against the

obviousness of life that one finds in most American Jbest sellers. 8 \ ..
I suppose that he reacted tod far. I feel sure of it when he is so :
unobvious that 1 can’t •understand Mdu!1 In judging his overall stature
as a novelist Canby said, "The flat truth is Henry. James was not a nov-
elist at all at least in the good, old-fashioned sense that we usually
give to the word. He was primarily a critic; the greatest American
•oritic-since Poe. Sometimes: he criticized literature with supreme -1.; ;
success, as in his Notes on Novelists of 1914. His later novels are
on® fifth story, one-fifth character creation and.the rest, pure criticism
of life." In referring to James8 S' last edition, an issue that was to : f
later be a highly.controversial subject,'Canby said, "everyone knows

how in: his last edition he ro^wote some of his early stories to make f :
them mpr# subtle.1

35Henry James, "Criticism,» Essays in London and Elsewhere (Hew 
York, 1#1) , p. T y p  ' ;: iy ' ; - ; , • ■:

3%eray S. Canby, "Henry James as a Critic . "Harper %  Weekly, K1I 
(larch 25s 1916) , 291. . , : .: -



; . a  .
Canby^s criticism.of James indicates a Xaek of appreciation that 

probably stemmed from the Xaek of a close study of the works he was 
criticising. His easy dismissal of the revisions James made as attempts 
on the part of James to be more subtles does not take in to account any 
of the many obvious improvements that James made in the revisions,,
James %  object was not to be more subtle s but to improve his works and 
this he often managed to do0 Canby^s Statement about James%  cunning 
analysis'of life not being fiction does not take into consideration the 
fact that before fiction can be produced there must be, an analysis of 
life, 11 cunning”: or otherwiseo Hnsubstantiated generalizations, made 
by critics who were in responsible positions,, indicate that as yet 
Jamesrs pleas for close analytical readers were not answered. •Possibly 
more light is east upon Canby’s remarks about James being'so obscure 
he could not understand him by the following comment by FIXson Youngs 
”Although the ®sensual world® thinks it cannot read Henry James because 
he is too Involved and obscure, I would; assure the fsensual world® that 
the obscurity is not in Henry James61 s mind but its-

Some of the critics who came to Jameses defense at this time had 
as little to offer in the way of constructive criticism as did those 
who lampooned him. Am article that appeared in,the Atlantic is illms= 
tratlve of this class of criticisao In answering the question of Jameses’ 
unpopularity the co—authors of the article said that James%  poor recept
ion was due to the fact that the rabble in its eoarsness did not understand

3?»i Bunch of Tioletso ” Living Age, W M I X M  (Hay 27, 1916) , 5680.;



; his fine stifetX£ies03® . Shorter articles that appeared soon after James% 
death delt with some one particular characteristic of .his witingo ’
Preston Dargon compared the plan of the ' structure of lames%  novels 
to .the work of an Architect o 3-9 Philip Mttell - in a one page criticism 
discussed James8s ability to describe landscapes,,̂ ® .Although the com
parisons in- these articles were fairly dram<, the criticism was so nar
row in scope as to be practically meaningless to any but a close student 

of Jameso /. p \ pi : P:; : ; ' ' ̂ '  :u
In a more: eomprehensiye study of lameSs William B« Gairns defends 

the novelist against the three charges most frequently brought against 
himt - lack of action in his narratives his moral tone and purpose, and 
his; later prose- style, Jh explanation of the action lir0 Cairns points 
out that James Is action is dependent upon complicated mental experiences 
the play of mind upon mind.; As for moral purpose he said that James 
felt that wickedness was natural to modern life and since it was nat
ural it had a right to be in' any.realistic treatment of-that life. 
Perhaps in this judgement Br. Gairns is confusing moral purpose with 
morality per se. The wickedness of the characters, in his novels can ' • 
hardly be.construed as a lack of moral purpose. A little consideration 
makes it obvious that James almost always pits good against evil in his 
stories. and it is also obvious that his sympathies. are all with the ■

. 3%elen .Thomas Follett and Wilson Follett g "Henry James,,!1 Atlantic^ 
e m i  (June* 1916)S: SCtto: V  % -1 . T T  ■' '

39»Henry James the Builder," few Eepublic0 H I  CJhne lls 1916)5



' 16
good. His representatives of good and evil are not always so white 
or black as his general audience might have wished3 but they were always 
there. Sometimes as ignorance pitted against wisdom, the pure in heart 
against a malignant society, Mr. Cairns was one of the first to defend 
James?s later prose style. He felt that James had in many instances 
improved upon the early style. He explained the serpentine sentences 
of the latest style by showing that the representation of a subject 
in all its subtle relations naturally calls for a long, more complex 
sentence stnocture Q ̂1

Wilfrid Eandell in an article in living Age offered an intelligent . 
explanation to those readers who did not know what Jameses novels were 
about. To those who were looking for physical action that did not take 
place Mr. Bandell said, "Mr. Henry James, master of the graces of the 
novel pertaining to situation which depends for its appeal not on the 
presentation.of.battles, adventures, morbid loves and engineered disast= ' 
ers, but on the exposition of the tangled play of mind upon mind, has 
been recognized after many years of devoted work by a comparatively 
limited number of those who may with justice be termed far-seeing, 
intelligent and critical.

Edward Hale felt that at this time (1916) the readers were not 
educated to understand Henry James. Of those who read his later novels 

he said, "Many who read them felt that they were but infinitely refined

41"Meditations of a Jacobite," Dial, IX (March 30, 1916), 313-316. 
42i«fhe Art of ®r. James,» XCG (July 29, 1916), 290. ■



and subtle divagations about things not worth talking a b o u t J a m e s ^  
Hale felt s was over shadowed by witers of adventure such as Kiplings 
Conan Doyle, and Anthony Hope. . This lack of an audience which was 
willing to view James 3s subject matter as things worth talking about 
was to affect his popularity for years to come. As yet they were hot 
willing to grant him the right to choose his o m  subject and develop ; 
it as he saw fit„ His:penetrating insight into,human relations Went 
deeper than.his readers, whose knowledge of human relations■was based 
upon, physical contacts, were willing to follow. V v '' ' h" ;; ; -

Stuart P. Sherman’s summation of • the; eritieisni of James at the ' , 
time of his death Feb. 28, 1916, when compared with the majority of 
criticism that the rest of thai year produced, shows that with 1916 
came a definite rise,in ̂  of" the critics who;were reviewing
James1s work. In summing tip the "paragraph writers” of the. period 
immediately preeeedihg James’s death Sherman said, "Some of them, to 
be sure remembered,, or said they .remembered, ’Daisy Miller’ as a ’per~.:- 
feet little thing of its kind,r dr professed a net unpleasant acquaint^ 
anee with ’A .Portrait;of a Lady, or even exhibited a vague consciousness 
that the novelist had treated extensively the ’International situation*; 
but in general they betrayed, their funpreparedness8' for defining his ; 
talent and valuing his accomplishmento - In ’ support of this statement'
. Sherman cites. Fred L. Pattee as an example. ■" ;3n the History of American.
, literature. Since. 1870 (.1915) Pattee said, of' Henry James’s novels that

; :#"miry Dial, -EX (March 16,; 1916), 261. ■ f. ■ ' : • ' ■
-̂4"The Aesthetic Idealism of Henry James," Nationo GIF (April 5, '
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they really accomplish nothing., Actually Patteess book5 which was 
popular enough to be reprinted in 1922, was possibly responsible for 
many wide spread beliefs about James that have later been proved untrue.. 
Of Henry James, Pattee said, wHe has no sympathy, he has no feeling, 
he has no object, save the scientific desire to record phenamenna. 
refering to lord Warburton's proposal to Isabel Archer, Pattee said, 
nA proposal each step and speech of which is followed by a careful clinic 
to determine the resultant emotion, and a rigid analysis of all the 
elements that combine to produce that particular shade of emotion and 
no other, can hardly satisfy the demands of the average modern reader 
of fictiono11 Of the Jamesian, manner. Hr, Pattee said, "Style is pre
fer ed to messageo There is no humor, no stirring of emotions, nothing 
pitched above the key of perfect refinement-the reader does not feel 
.and therefore does not care. It is a mere intellectual exercise, a 
problem in psychology* „ ..»• He has never been possessed by his sub
ject or characters, he has never been seized and hurried along by his 
stories, he has never told them because they had to be told he has never 
written a single sentence with held breath and beating heart, and as 
a result his work can never find for long an audience save the select 
few, In face of these statements made by Pattee which, no doubt, 
were written with beating heart and held breath and not after a rigid 
analysis of the elements involved, it might be said that James Is faults 
would look good on him*

45pred X#„ Pattee, A History of American literature Since 1870 
(Hew fork, 1922J, pp0 194=196*' '



- ‘ Although 1917 saw the posthumous publication of Jhe-
-The Sense of the Fast., and. The Middle Tears:,- little literary criticism 
of them appeared. In December ofl9%7 ah unsigned article called James . 
to task for hieflack of economy and closeness0 This -writer felt that . 
James did not obtain these qualities for all his efforts0 He felt •- 
that in- an 'attenpt t o be logical 'James had •sacrif iced economy and close— 
ness0̂  Perhaps a more careful consideratioh of the question would have 
revealed the.fact that James sacrificed economy of diction for a.close
ness that he; certainly achievedo ' Ohless one wearies of tracing the 
■Jamesian diction through its Gordiah ihtricacies there is no possibil
ity of arriving at any goal* except the one James has set* '
1 The first memorial - to Henry James appeared in the Egoist in- Janu- 
ary of 1918s published in londbn0 This was followed by the little 
■leview of New York whose .interesting homage appeared in August of the y 
same year., ' The article by T. S, Eliot that appeared in the little f \ 
Review will serve to typify the criticism that appeared in this sym
posium. 0f those reviews published in this issue? Eliotts is probably 
most important because of the number of times it was reprinted. In 
1943 it appeared in-Edmund Wilsonrs Anthology, the Shock of Recognition  ̂
and in 1945 it was again reprinted in F, W, Dupeels the Question of 
, Eenry. James, Eliot praised Jamespsychological sense 3 his high intell
igence, and his mastery over ideas» He pointed out the relationship 
between Hawthorne and James, Eliot felt that James. had little influehce . 
on the writers of his time and would continue to have little influence on

E6nHenry Jamests:,Workshopy" Eew Republic, XIIl (Dec, 1?; 1917), 121, •



the writers to come. Of Jaraesl'S literary criticism Eliot had little 
to say beyond the fact that it. was of little value. \ It was as a critic 
of life that "Eliot felt James was a phenomenal success| In this, he agreed 

' .with Oanbyo^' 1 ' ; ; y;- y;;. y. ■' y''v;' : :
• • .The second book published in America that was entirely devoted to
the art of Henry James appeared in 1918» In this book Joseph Warren;. 
Beach’ gives Jamesart. a Sound general treatment. He points out the 
autobiographical quality that is in many of the Jameses stories, and 
suggests that James T!s ■ greatest appeal is to those people who realize - 
that they'are essentially a product of their environment. Beach felt 
that James was concerned. with showing the ekcitlng inner life, of his 
characters. And as a whole these characters were divided into good and. 
evil in accordance with their proportions of social and artistic good 
taste ahd spiritual discernment. Thus3 Gilbert Osmond, ffadame Merles 
Roderick Hudsons and Kate Oroyy although socially and artistically impec
cable y were evil because they lacked the spiritual discernment that 
Isabel Archer, lambert Stretherj, .Mllly Theale, and Rowland had<A®- 
y-■ . In; I9I9;A; landscape:;fainter (four early, tales by. James) and Trav
eling Companions (seven early tales never published before in book:form; 
were collected and edited by Albert Mordells These publications elicited 
little comment from the critics. Philip Mttell in reviê ahg. Traveling 
Companions said of James, "He is not yet the master of appearances, but.

4^Joseph Warren; Beach. The Method of Henry James. (Mew Haven... 1918).



•be is already a -yd-stful and competent deseriber of landscapes and old 
cities, = »' e Were the :volxme a new book by an nnknown writer l’should, 
be blind enough to says 1 am afraid9 that only one of its se-reh stories ■ : 
gave promise of great things,"̂ 9 -  ̂ V ; ;;

The publication of the letters of Henry James (1920)9 selected and, " 
edited by Percy lubbockg revived the- dying interest in James, The crit
ical estimate of James offered byEubbockln the introduction to his 
letters was sound and valuable,. lubbock pointed out that James the 
author should be judged in part by comparing the values he expounded 
as u writer with the values that James the man held as they were shown 
in his letter5,5® lawrence Oilman^s review of the letters agrees with • 
the introduction to them by lubbock in that 3Oilman feels that by study
ing the letters James will appear to be more human and his works will 
be more understandable,51 Huneker in the Bookman, said, of the letters, 
"Their wealth for the student and amateur is incalculable „ And. they best 
serve as an introduction7, to the life and work of that unique artist and 
mystic2 Henry Jameŝ  whose chief glory 'is his imagination„ .  Other . ; '̂ ; 
criticisms that appeared in 1920 discussed such subjects as Jamesfs 
unpopularity as a novelists his failure as a dramatists his limited. :;
settings and the development of his subject matter from a gera of an 
idea to a completed unit, in article in the Nation said that Jameses

^ “Traveling Companions s ” New Republic, ■ X2J-- (July 303 1919) $ 422,
■ . . • gOlottersv 1 (Sew. York, 1920); xiv: . : v:  ̂ "

5I»The letters; of Henry James," North American Review, CCX1 (May, 1920),
;$2»The '&sson, of the Masters 11 II (Mays 1920) s 3680. • .:v; :" p , ,



■unpopularity was due to the fact that his characters came from a class 
of people with which the average person was unable to identify himself 
"His characters do hot toil or spin,, do not trade nor.make war, do not 
-bear children in pain,or bring them up with sacrifices,"53 Brander ; T 
Hatthex-rs said of Jaiaeŝ s dramatic abilitys "Henry James may not have 
. deceived himself when he declared.that he.had by hard labor learned how 
to employ the dramatic form; but the most competent dexterity would' 
avail him little If M  had. not also the native gift, often possessed 
in abundance by men of little intelligence and less culture and often 
denied to men of commanding m i n d s  o" 54 por the next five years (1921=
1925) the criticism of Henry James that appeared in periodicals was 
conspicuous. hy its. absence. The quality of the periodical eritieism of 
this period varied between that of Gamaliel Bradford3 who objectively 
analysed many of Jameses qualities <, and that of Van ¥yck Brooks, whose 
subjective .interpretation of James bordered on the ridiculous, Bradford 
felt that if one remembered that James%  main purpose was the- success^ 
ful grasping and faithful rendering of truth he would be well on his way 
to understanding and appreciating both James9s subject matter .and his ; 1 
style, _ In reference to James and the moral question Bradford saids '’it 
• is true that few men ever lived with a finer more delicate moral instinct5 
true also that moral, motives and subtle questions of conduct "often ;

S3"The Gulf of Henry JamesGXI (Get, 20, 1920), 441, :i .( :
S4"Henr-y ‘James, and the Theater," Bookman 9 II (liays 1920309=



supplied the richest field for artistic disquisition."^^ In e%plan-= ,
' at ion of times *8 use of a limited social class from which he chose his ..
characters, Bradford'said that lames felt that no lesson could be poss= '
ibly learned from: what happened to the coarse and vulgar» Bradford n 
remarked upon James1 s lack of personal experience and lack of an: att“ - ' : ■

• itude toward sportss business, politics, science, or pther subjects 
that were thought to be essential grist for ah; author is mill.; James, 
however,, did not heed to have personally experienced life in all its 
forms in order to have a complete .grasp of his subject matter for "Mo 
one pefsoh ever derived more from, the mystery of words and their relation 
to thought than Henry James in his probing and draining.

An;, unsigned .article in th©:- living Age made: a prediction regarding.
Henry James that time has-proved:to..be true. This prediction was based ,
: upon a: .careful analysis of the true! values df Jamest s work. ' This writer'. ;
■ y saM, ,TCriticism Will; sift-; and discr3minate his work completing what Pp.
he began 5 but it must always return, we fancy, to the care of 'universal. ■ ;
truth in him. He will take his place in the historical perspective as  ̂
he has begun to do already; but the subjects and settings that he chose 
•' will be seen; for what they actually wer@«=a means of expressing his own 
attitudes and v a l u e s . ' / p-

Joseph Warren Beach in the. Cambridge History of American literature ' .

. ^"Portrait Of'Henry James,” Worth American Review, CCXI11 (Febo, b
iW), 2li» T; ' p., ' V

57wovels of Henry James," GCCX (July 30, 1921), 2?10 ; . '



;' offers te way of Jamesiaa criticism. a eondensed v-ersion; of the material 
' that appeared' in his book The Method of Henry James, He recognized 
r yames rs ability to treat s at novel length, the single situation of the 
i short story. Of The Spoils of Poynton he said that .it- "has the length '■ , - : 

of a novel with the restricted subject matter, the continuity, and ■ I i t 
■ economy of the short storyv^S Qf the Jamesian character he said, "The 
characters are more like patients than agents | their basiness seems to ; 
be' to register impressionsi to receive illumination rather than to make ’ ■

V up. their minds and set about deeds,"Sf Beach felt that the Jamesian 
method of leisurely development of a single situation, of steady deep
ening of a sense of mystery, and pf tightening of emotional tension 

: could be carried, too far for many of his readers. What seemed to the .
: more analytical reader very great drama -in The Golden Bowl appears to 

the aterage,reader as a very dull situation. Beach said of The Golden 
Bowl, f For many readers it eertainl;/- means a vevj dull book. In this '
recipe for a story almost ereiything has been disgarded which was the
staple of the earlier English novel, even of George Eliot,-exciting 
incident^ dramatic situation, highly colorful character and dialogue,, 
hTmor,, philosophy, social comment. Indeed we. may almost say the story '

• itself has been thrown out mth the rest, In .May of If23 the Dial
began a series of Articles by Wan Wyek 'Brooks that possibly did more ;

; 7 ^Joseph Warren Beach,. "Henry lames!1 in Cambridge History of Amer- .
lean literature9 ed„ William'P,: Trent et ali, IlI (Hew Tork, lf21), 105,7 '

Cambridge History of American literature, p, 107= , '7'7:7 7 ■
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damage' to the popularity of James than has anything before or since with 
the exception, perhaps of a book. The. Pilgrimage of Henry Jamesy by the 
same author= in his article in the Hay issue of Dial Mr, Brooks ex
pounded the theory that James as an artist is not great because in 
. his adulthood he was not a typical American man and even worse s in
his childhood he was hot a typical -American boyo. fo substantiate these
remarks he lists a series of irrelevant facts and gossip about Henry 
Jameses father and grandfather̂ . MTo Brooks informed his readers that , 
Henry Jamesrs grandfather^ William James, was Irish in descent .on both 
sides, implying, the -reader is led to believe, that nothing good could 
. come from . such ■ an .ancestor. As further. proof that James was not a 
typical American boy Brooks offers the facts that Henry James Sr*, the
author’s father, was, according to family legend, quite d©iihit©iy
wild: for a period during his youth,-, and . had: not repentedo He: had been
the friend of an actor, and not regretted it0̂  The. sense of the. two

articles that followed the one mehtioned above was the same0 Henry 
James would have been great if he had stayed at home0̂ ^

later on (1925)' Brooks developed this.: same theme into book lengthy
The Pilgrimage of Henry James can be easily judged by the following 
quotation from itr "It is intolerable to be asked to regard as fgreat?'

#'The First Phase," 3ZZiy (Hay, 1923), 433=450. .
62"An international Episode," IHF (Sept,, 1923), 225“238, "The 

American Seene," DC£¥ (July, 1923), 29=42o .



politician who change's his party to save his house3 or worthy of our 
serious attention the lover who prefers his furniture to his mistress„
0 . <> Ho the behaviour of his characters bears no just relation to 
the motives that are imputed to them0

The casual undiseerning criticism contained in the above quotation 
is only matched by Brooks %  scholarship according to Edna Kenton whos 
in .reviewing The Pilgrimage of Henry James ̂ said, "This is an aftermath 
of . undocumented partial quotations and muddled paraphrasing the like 
of which has not happened before to a great and special case in letters „ 
The Pilgrimage of Henry James, adds a new terror to deatho ’1̂

• For four years following the reviews that appeared of The Pilgrim
age: of Henry James s James as a,subject of-'criticism was almost completely 
droppedo. Pelham Edgar8® work, Henry James? Han and Author (192T) was 
the one important break in the four year silence, This descriptive '
"and critical work is important not so much for its independent worth: 
as for the fact that it points the way that later criticism was to 
take, 3h this work Edgar points' out that James must be understood as . 
a man before he can be understood and appreciated as an author,^

Any study of James as a critic should be based in. part upon the

63i/an Wyck Brooks, The Pilgrimage of Henry James (Hew York, 1925} ? -
p. t  ̂ ' ■. tt-

64«Henry James and Hr, Tan Wyck Brooks.,'n Bookman,. EK11 (Oct,̂  : ' . '
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work that Morris Roberts has done in this field. ̂  His book on James*= 
ian criticism attempts to.give a picture of the development of James 
as a critic from the time of his earliest reviews through his "prefaces* 
and Motes on Novelistso Hr. Morris felt that a clearer understanding 
of James Ss stories would be the result of a thorough, understanding of 
his criticism. 3h relation to this Mr. Morris said, "The f̂igure in 
the carpet8 can be discerned, I believe, more readily in his criticism 
than in the stories themselves, even in a single essay, perhaps, like 
the one de Maupassant.

Hi his History of American literature (1930) William B. Oaims 
offers a good general criticism of Jamesf:s use of style, situation set-' - 
ting, action, and character. The following quotations contains a genera 
al summation of Cairns"s opinions on the above mentioned subjectsg "It 
is these complex situations that James liked to study; and these are 
found in the more, complex social life. To the student of mental exper
ience rather than external action the love affairs of a lady are likely 
to offer more complications than those of her mind, because she, feeling 
all the simple and elemental impulses that the maid will feel, is also 
moved by many other traditions that apply to one of her tradition and 
position."' Hi explanation of Jameses choice of characters, (Jairns 
said, "His use of characters of the better social class was frequently

^%orris Roberts, Henry James*s griticism (Cambridge. Mass. 1929).
^Ibido o p. i.

^%illiaa B. Cairns, i. History of American literature (Hew York. 
1930), p. 476.



% mlsunderatood as .snobbishness0 Howevers .James was simply dealing with 
,1 characters he best understood and with characters he felt to be most • 
interesting," In reference to theJamesian style? both early and lat@> 
Gairns said, "His style clear and limpid at •first:, suffered something. .
of a changes though the extent of this is often exaggerated, ... .

Follo>7ing Cairns6s short buts on the wholeg discerning summation 
of James in his History of American literature8 criticism of James's 
work took on a'deeidely unfavorable tone, / Vernon L, Barrington in :
: Critical Bealism in America devoted but two pages to James,. 3h these 
two pages he compared James unfavorably to Sherwood Anderson; the tone .

■ of Farrington ,:s criticism can be judged by the following- quotation from 
it: "His characters are only projections of his brooding fancy* ex*=„ :i
ternalizations of hypothetical subtleties. He was concerned with nuances„ 

He lived in .a world of fine gradations and Imperceptible shades» 'fik@::; : 
modern "scholarship: he came to deal more and more with less and less,
; indre, (Bdets: criticism of Henry James as contained in a letter to Charles 
■: Du Bos is general and condemnatory. He revives all the complaints agaihst 
: James that were so often made during the author hs lifetimes "his narra
tives are without color5 without flavor? I hardly ever feel behind his; 
figures- that are lighted from every side,, that--come, of unexplorable : '
shadow where the suffering soul lies hidden but his characters have ho : ;

:r:. ; : . - ■ . ; r
^Vernon 1, Harrington^ The Begirmings of Critical Realism in 
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need.: of shelter-they have no souls« Bussell Blankenship begins his'
' chapters "The Influenee of Henry James11 by saying., nk discussion of his 
work seems not exactly apropos to. a discussion of American literature ;; 
as an expression of the national mind, lames was hardly American except 
by birth, "l?-.' Much of this chapter is given oyer to explaining how each 
v'Sff Jameses characteristics is not American, ; :
:' The next study of importance concerned with. Henry James was that 

of Hartley 0, Grattan, ;• His book The Three Jameses is -listed in. Lyon 
N, Richardson!s bibliography of .critical studies as ihdispensable to a 
thorough understanding of James, Grattan divided his study into four 
main headingss .."Childhood and Youth,"' "A Search for a Method,v "Ahnounc^ 
ing a Testimony," and "Within the Rim," In the first section Grattan . 
attempted to show the relationship between James ? s adult attitude toward 
lifeahd his .childhood teachings and environment. The theme of this - ; 
section is that the janeslan habit of. • viewing life objectively rather - , 
"than participating; in it was the natural outgrowth of the father?s V
teachings, Grattan said "They heard the vulgar ideal of success ridi- ' 
puled j and they got no sense that they were in any way expected to make a 
Career op the narrowing basis ofa profession in .competition with such : : 
fellows as their schools and their play brought to their notice,"^ in the

7lYale'Review, X K  (March,. 1930), 642, ' V;:':
72pussell Blankenship, American literature as an Repression of the 

Wational Mind (lew York, 1931), Pi 49H, By : ' y;) .

7301inton Hartley Grattan, The Three Jamesesg A Family of Minds' - 
CBew York,. 1992) P* 234» : . I •' y.< : .Vy/ y v :



: : : ' ■;.""" 30
second seetlon that deals with the James. method ̂ the Grattan view re- , 
garding the source of James's objectivity in his treatment of character 
is contained in the following; ;"From ̂ ery early youth James was taught . 
to riew life, not as a participant, hut as a spectator."M Mr.: Grattan 
offers as a partial explanation of James ss interest in Europe the, fact • ■. 
that within the family Europe was always • referred to as a better* more 
complete world. Some of Grattan’s explanations of JamesCs adult.ahtit== 
udes must at most be considered; only as statements that, may or may not 
be rfactualy ^  the Jamesian characteristic ^substituting for phys-» 
ical action: in his method of novel writing the subtle action of the mind); 
as a direct out growth of the fact that "The. Jameses being without much 
social, contact relied upon themselves for entertainment and thereby:: 
learned to exfcract the most from the interplay of the .various minds i: -■
assembled. ,|:75 ' In treating the often-discussed moral purpose in James rs 
storiess Grattan discerningly notes that James distinguished between 
morality and moralism. "Morality in writing H. J. conceived, to be an 
intellectual" that; -it was;’rooted in man' s philosophical
view of-the world, The personal morals of one of his characters 
has little to, do with: the. Overall moral purpose of his story^  ̂ : f;; .;

Grattan feels that much of Jameses unpopularity and at the same 
time much of .his artistry depends upon "concentrating his attention 
upon.highly complicated representatives of a highly specialized social

#lbid.\: p. 21$. V 
^5lbld.. ■ pp.' 
^IblC. P. 231o



, :: - In the third section Grattan points out James ?s habit of making •
each and eirerj one of his works a- testimonial of his literal̂ ' beliefs»
The last section gives a sound explanation of the events that.led up 

-to the remonncing of American citizenship bj James= . : ■ . ; .
In 1934 q Hound and Horn published a symposium on Henry James.

Among the thirteen essayists were such noted Jamesian scholars as Bd=- 
mnd Wilsonj Stephen Spender j, Robert Cantwell, Edna Kent on, Robert K  ' 
Blackmur, lawrenee leighton, Newton Arvin 5 and Marianne M o o r e • 

Three:of these.articles, the ones by Leighton, Kenton, and Modre 
iwere given over to defending James against, charges of expatriation, . ' 
■Meî on. Arvin in his article, "James and the Almighty Dollar, '* develops ;■ =
the'theme thSt dames considered greed for money to be one of the leading 
vices» Of James and his attitude toward money, Arvin- said,: ''He has been 
called an apologist of the leisure class, and represented as the painter 
of a chaming social world aloof from the Crude considerations of dollars 
hud eentS j;- but these- must have been the impressions of readers who had 
8 skipped8; with a vengeanceo"^ 3h support of his belief that James - 
felt greed for money to be a major vice, Arvin points to Baroness Muh~
' ster in The Europeans0 Esther Blunt in A landscape Painter, hate Croy ; 
in The Wings Of the Dove, Osmond in The Portrait of a ladVg and Ghar= 1, 
lotte Stant in The Golden Bowie, Perhaps the. principal value of this;

??Hound and Horn, "Homage To Henry James," VII, - Mo»3(Aoril, May
i m ) ,  :3S5=BSo :: : ; i--,,: ; :

:: ' :p i - :y i:y "iv-: p 1 ; V: "



article, lies in its refutation of the impressions held, by the general ' •
. readers impressions that the run of the mill critic had helped to foster /

: by categorizing James as "an apologist for the leisure class „n
‘ : '■ Edmtrad Wilson's article The Ambiguity of Henry James develops the : ;■

thesis that "The Turn of the Screw" is based on a figment of imaginat
ion of the narrator p who is suffering from sex repression. This article 
is important in that It provides a completely hew approach to the story,.
"The Turn of the Screwp and also because it aroused new interest in 

- ” manyof James's character creationsThis article was.considered 1
important enough to"be reprinted three timess First in expanded form 1 \
in The Triple. Thinkers #ew Yorks Ear court s Brace s 1938), second in The -

V; . #e.stioht#tmnrY.dames and third, in a~ still longer f©rm9 in a revision < '
of The triple Thinkers (Hew Yorks Oxford University Press9 194#'*

Stephen Spender^s article develops the theory thatg although there 
.was always a personal conflict in dames between the desire .to plunge , )

; in experience and.the prudent resolution to remain a spectators James : r
l; 't . , was experienced enough with, the life he led to find the flaw in the
, t ; Golden Bowl and to present his reader with a sufficient amount of ’

: : OThe views held by Wilson Have often been opposed and debated; i ■, 
for examplê  Robert; Bo leilman3 "The Preudian Reading of he Turn :

= : of the Screw, *" Modern language Motes, .1X11 (loy» 9li94T}.j 433=435, i • ’ '
.. :B, I, Stoll, "Symbolism in Gooleridges,! PHMs LXIII (March) 1948), /

214-233; Francis %, Roellinger, "Psyehial Research and fThe Turn of 
the Screws8" American Literature» IX (1948--1949), 401-412; Glenn A„.

; Reed, "Another Turn on James8s SereWo" American Literature % XX (1948-
, ; , - ;v: :'v i V ■ t ■ • V '

■ S^The Portable ffenry Jamesj ed„ Morton Dauwen Zabel (lew Yorks
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. realistic imagery*,®"®- Perhaps of the most important articles published 
in.this symposium Is "The Critical Prefaces” by R» P0•Blackmuro In 
this article'Blaekmur collects, organizes and briefly.summarizes all 
the important critical ideas contained in the "Critical Prefaces" that 
.James wrote for his New York Edition. The importance of this article» 
both in the understanding of James the author and James the critic, ; 
could not be overemphasized if it were not for the fact that its contents 
tas included in an introduction to a book by the same authors. The Art 
.of the Novel: Critical Prefaces, by Henry: James 6' (1934) i; Perhaps
nowhere can one find so clearly and concisely' stated the principles •' 
of Jamesian criticism as in this work,®^ •

. An' article by Robert-Cantwell that: appeared in the December,1931.̂  
issue of the New Republic * makes note of the rather curious .revival of 
critical interest,- in Henry James. Mr. Cantwell believes that this int
erest in James had reviYed because. of the, <#ality of Jamesls work.; . He . . : 
■felt that the critics had at last come to appreciate the Jamestsy char- : 
acter- who was "finely aware" of his own importance or lack of importance 
in the world and -was "richly responsible" for the direction his life 
took. The critics had as a.groupj, Cantwell felt*, responded to the 1 
jamesian form in literaturej .and approved of his isolated objective 
point of view. Although CantwellKs belief that there Would be a v 
steady -pise, in the critical interest in Henry James was not borne out '

^iHound and Horn, pp. &18-423. . -
®ibto.„pp.;Ato-477. y  ,. ' ; :: :
fflsoai (pec. 12, iry. iis-W. : ■ : ' V
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for almost a decadê , critical opinion- of -dames Mad; taken a'decided 
turn' for the better during 1932 and 1934'° This brief period was marked 
■by:Clinton Hartley Grattanrs biography? Joseph Warren Beach8s The Twent
ieth Century Novel:' Studies. in 'Technique; Austin Warren8sT study of 

; Henry James, Sr,̂  which included.an interesting biographical sketch of 
the' son!'s early life? the; publication of Alice Jameses letters? the 
Henry James number of Hound, and Horn? several character, sketches, how
ever 'conflicting, that- appeared in the form of memoirs; and-the publi
cation ‘of a -collection 'of his. prefaces to the New York edition of his 
novels« The greater part of these works was devoted to the refutation 
of the. misconceptions that had. been built up around James’s. works by 
a generation of nationalistic critics whose theses were based upon the 
assumption that all artists in exile are doomed to failure./-' Edna Kent
on, ilewbon Arvin, lawrenee heighton, -and 'Marianne Moore were among those 
who most conscientiously cleared away the rubbish deposited by those 
anti-intellectuals who seemed bent on destroying what they could not 
understand. Fred lewis Pattee. Van Myck Brooks, Vernon 1..Farrington, 
and ludwig lewisohn were the chief despoilers of James $s reputation.

■ A curious quality, of this, two-year period (1932-1934) was noted; 
by Robert Cantwell and is contained' in the following quotations "In 
the past two years there has been a: curious sort of revival of Interest, 
critical interest at any rate, in the works of Henfy James, a revival 
all the more significant in,that it. appears to have; been developing 

independently among-many -critics and novelists who in their own writing 
. represent ‘ distinct and even extraordinary points of view. , -If James had 
died last month, if any monuments were to be unveiled, if a biography



giving the inside story of his sexual life.were scheduled for publicat
ion in the springy:if any of these horrible conditions were present 
the appearance of his name would not deserve our attentions we should 
recognize the symptoms of a chronic illness in • our literary life0 ,r®4' 
f . Only a few impprtaht criticisms appeared on Henry James for almost 
a, decade following CantwellJs article in 1934o In 1936 Basil Davenport 
briefly mentioned him in an article^ ’’The Devil is; Hot Dead0.,!: He cited:/ 
the supernatural element in "The Turn of the Screw" as evidence that _ 
the Gothic tradition in literature is still with ir.

In 1937 Yvor Winter^s article "Henry James and the Relation to 
Morals and Manners" .appeared in the American,Review= This article is 
chiefly valuable for its treatment of the Jamesian characters his 
freedom of choice, his essential Americanism, his growth through cult
ivated. association with European environments and his freedom from econ
omic necessity^ - : i;

Hiss Bogan s's "James-on a Revolutionaiy theme" (1938). offers valuable 
criticism of the novels of JamestS middle period, especially the Prin
cess Casamassima, She feels that any understanding of this novel must 
depend; upon a previous reading of Roderick Hudson and a: knowledge of 
- James Ks social philosophy. She believed that his philosophy is based

.. . 84ibido.0 .Po. ii9o: v-f ; : ...i
83"The Devil is Not Dead," Saturday Review of literature9 XII 

(Feb, 15, 1936), 200; ™  - V-f
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upon, the theory that it is wrong to do. anything. ho>,rever slight to dis- "
- lodge the)rullng\cia^ ; -I
. - r Any study of Henry./James should .give special attention to the •’
American Writers Seriess Henry James, . This work is especially notê - - . > :;v:
worthy because of its bibliography and introduction by-.By on Ko Richard” ' - 
son. In his introduction.Richardsph.ooyered all the po&nts on which 
controversial opinions had been held for the past' three quarters of a • ;
century. His perceptive treatment of the'controversial issues, in 
;su*ary foras indicates- a .thorough-imderstanding of Ja$nes ®s works and 
/contributions to the field of art.- fhe wide range of subjects covered; . 
can be judged frpmthe follô cing chapter headings: "Toward a portrait;"
"The Hatrljt;" "The Gritic #" "The Graftsmang". "The Playwright," "Presid- 
ing Matters of Thought.11 Under these - main headings he treated such sub=» - 
jeets' as: . lames ®s. reylBlms3 expatriations ostentatious style ̂ snobberŷ  ;
literary standards 5 plots, men characters <, women characters^ moral 

values; realism,yfqrm, dramatic presentation$ internationalism; politics; 
Worldly experience 9 and philosophy. This work is one of the most val= ; 
uable comprehensive treatments of James in all his many ramifications.^ :

T'Henry James and His French Contemporaries," by ¥„ G« D. Pacey : ' '
discusses -in a general way .the french influence .on Henry James. Pacey^s •:
thesis is perhaps best summed up by the following quotation from his ; . i

. ^%mion, GXmwl (ipril 23, 1938). 47W72. . .' r  ; . ' ' - ^
SSfhe American Writer Seriess- Henry Jameŝ . ed. Lyon Richardson 

(lew YoE7- - ' :i vy.: ; yi. i:; y:r. :



article & #The mo st oWloiis Frembh Imf Inenee on James is in matters of . .
technique, of structure,, style, and accuracy in rendering sense impress^

i— "89 >  , " '

: . Robert Po Blackmur's treatment of the Sacred Fount offers an ex- 
. planation of what many termed the deliberate ambiguity of this story0 
'̂BlackBm’: compares It to bther Jamesian stories that deal with: the super- .

'- natural and finds a definite relationship among themo Blackraur belieyes 
> : that all James %  ghosts are figments of the. imagination that owe their

existence to the conscience of he who sees them. 90 “The Jolly Corner s n 
"The Turn of the Screw,11 and "Sir Edmund Orae11 bear out his belief 0 

, ,: Blaekmur realized as did Saul Rosenzweig that the James Ghost was some??
: how different from other- ghosts„ As l̂ o Rosensweig put it, "Their

char&GteristiC is that they do not represent remnants of 
onee-liyed life but rather point to irrepressible -unlived life0 Tl These . 
two articles by Blaekmur and Rosenzweig respectively are among the • r
most important psychological inquiries into James Is personality and 
«et,o,93 :

In 1943, the year of James!s centenary, a wealth of critical mat= . 
erial appeared on him. Most of the leading'literary magazines carried . •

, at least one article, on him during the year. The E W  Republic came out 
Pin February with a memorial issue dedicated to Henry and William James0, ; .

^9American literature,. XIU (Nov., 1941), t  ̂

v. 90"The Sacred Fount,11. Henyon Review, IF (Autumn, 1942}, 328-3520
9lsaul Eosehzweigs nThe Ghost- of Henry James s A. Study in Thematic 

Apperception,” Character and Personality CDuke University Press) XIII„
■ v lo*: 2 (December, 1943J7" 1 : : . ■ . , : P- y-- .
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The article by Philip R&ftvs “Attitudes to Henry James/1 in this issue:
• is probably the most valuable. Its usefulness sterns from the fact that 

he brings the reader up to date on the attitudes thathave been expound" 
ed upon by sueh eritics of James as Stephen Spender 5 Yvor Winters s and 

:  - : J ',Bdmnnd Wilson*^ ;  ; -  . ■ : ’ y - -  i

1 more complete symposium edited by Robert Penn Warden appeared in '
; the Autumn issue of Kenyon Seyiewc,' Mong its contributors were such 

well known Jamesians as F. Matthiessen, Austin Warren, David Daiches,
Francis Fergussisn, and Katherine Anne Porter»93' o« Matthiessen in 

- his artlcle3. "James and the Plastic Arts,'1 developed the thesis that - : "
James% writings throughout his lifetime were affected by his early 
knowledge of other arts, especially painting and•sculpturing,^ Kath
erine Porter“s article is concerned with showing that Henry James was 
lastingly impressed by his father’s teachings which, contrary to many 
beliefs, were not of New England origin,,^ Austin Warren, in "Myth and 
Dialectic In the Later Novels" explains the parenthetical quality in 
Jamesrs style as the natural result of. writing by dictation,, ̂  David 

vDaiches^s "Sensibility and Techniques Preface to a Critique" differ
entiates between'the older novelists and James „ 2h explanation of ;
this difference he said, "There comes a point in the technical development

' ; (Febl 15, 19#,. .222. ': ' v'; w ; \ yJ ■: J
93Kenyon Review  ̂¥ (Autumn0 1943), 481-617, ■ : .

?V- ■ ' %lbid.,:pp. 533-550/ : , ; ::-v: ' ; : v ■ ■ ;' _ ■ ' :: ;V; "
@%bid., ppi j';.}' .z • - v/.'



of any art at which that art is equipped to express, not the *-ideal ' 
truth11* of the older practitioners and critics, but the •sensibilitiesf! 
of the newer ones. The new writer is concerned with discovering what 
ideai- truth is while the older ■writer, as well as his reader knows what 
ideal truth isj therefore their only concern is presenting it in liters, 
ary form."97 Daiches felt that James was the first of the authors who 
were concerned with discovering ideal truth through their sensibilities 
rather than portraying the accepted version of truth as the, older writ
ers had doneo . * * - -1':
■' . Francis Fergusson in a twelve page, study of f?Jamesf:s Idea of Dra

matic Form" compiled an interesting list of the dramatic characteristics 
to bW .found in ' James %  work. In explanation of James attempts:to 
achieve suspense in a story, comparatively unrelieved with physical 
action, Fergusson advanced the theory that James .achieves suspense by 
conducting his investigation on more than one level/ He compared a 
Jamesian story to the . Greek drama (Oedipus in particular) and came to 
the interesting conclusion that just as Oedipus is conducted on the ■ • 
moral level of the chorus and. the action level of who killed Laius, so 

James's stories progress on a moral leyel and an action level„ And 
for purposes of suspense James switches from one to the other,

• Of the symposiums that honored James during his Centenary year • p 
the one in the Kenyon Review is the most comprehensive„ The subjects tip 
are handled in such ■ a way as to be of interest to both the close student

Wlbidt,. p.- 
98ibid0 a ppo 495-567=



of1 James and his general reader alike. Controversial issues dealing . 
with technical problems of j style, forms plot,, character development3 
etc, are handled with consuimnate• skill,; At the same time Jamesian 
qutalifies that are more on the lewel. of. the lay reader are expounded 
upbn 'ih such a way as to help him to better understand the aims and 
purposes of the James storŷ  -  ̂ p ; fp- - p . ' :P.,' ;"PV:;':
p p By 1943 few critics were making unfavorable comments about, James,
In face of the evidence that was so admirably presented by a host of 
jamesian followers $ even Van hyck Brooks was silent. Some of the old ;: 
detractors had changed their tones EvenH, G, Wells? who had attacked 
James- violently in Boon (1915)1 made an attempt to right himself in 
the eyes of the new James critics. In June, 19435 Wells wrote thep 
following letter to the editor of the. lew Statesman and hations Sir,
' 1 note that Mr. logan. Pearsall Smith tells how I pilloried my old friend 
Henry James in Boon. He omits to say that my quite good-tempered "guying 
of the Master's style in Boon followed an ungracious attack James made 
in the Times Literary Supplement on the meticulous circumstantial methods 
of Arnold Bennett Pp. fie compared this to .squeezing everything- there, was: 
out of an ^exceedingly dirty sponge.8 It is news to me. that my old 
friend went about calling me a p̂rophet.* 1 cannot imagine what he 
means. To use theexquisite language of Mr. Logan Pearsall Smithp i . 

âdumbrate a%quê p. ‘ . I; p :p;y . - .  ̂p' :P ; :'?
Two articles'fey F. 0. Matthiessen, "Henry. James 8s Portrait of the

^••Wells and Henry James 5J! S V  (June 12 s 1943) 2 385.



Artist,^ Pactls#i Reviewezid "The Painter *s Sponge and 7arnish 
Bottle; Henry James rs Revision of The Portrait of a ladyg" American ; ;
Bookman, w e r e  later in the same year to be included in his book 
Henry James; The Major Phase, , In this book latthiessen made a study • 
of lames I s -art from 1895 to 1910, He devoted three of the chapterŝ  
to ah outline and close analysis of the three most important novels of 
this periods The Ambassadors, The, Golden .Bowl, and The Mings of the 
Dove, Hatthiessenfsthesis is that the later James is the greater 
imes; . and; if he. doesn't succeed in proving thiss he at least shows. 
the later novels for what they are; studies of consciousness based 
upon the truths of modem psychology, The Major Phase was favorably 
reviewed by Louise Bogan,. Malcolm Cowley, and Clifton Fadiman,-^? . .. -

The unusual amount of critical interest taken in the works of Henry 
James ? beginning with the 1943. eent@nary3 was probably responsible for 
the great many reprints or cbllections of his Works that appeared during 
- the years that immediately followed, A few of these collections should 
be mentitined because of the critical material that they included. The 
Great Short Novels of Henry James edited by Phillip lahv came out in 
.1944, Mr, Eahv^s introduction and, critical1 comments are helpful in the

3f0}[ls (Winter5 1944) , 71=87, - ;' ' : ' ■ ' / . ; r
2Sll 0 ^ ^  V . f n.

; • . 102f, 0, Matt hies sen,' Henry James ;:i:The Major Phase (New York; 19441,
l^iouise Bogan, "Silver Glue," Nation, GIXX (Dec. 231944); 177= 

180| Malcolm. Cowley, "The Two Henry Jameses," New Republic, CXII (Feb,
55 1945); 177-180; Clifton Fadiman,, "The Revival of Interest in Henry 
James," New York Herald Tribune. XXI (Jan, 14, 1945), 1=2, . ' • :



->f: lamestes short novels.-^ Clifton Fadiman^s eolleetion 
appeared in 1945 and elicited .favorable comment from H. S» Ganby and 
F» W  Satthiesseno^^ ; Ganby felt that Fadiman ,:s selection#..were good 
and; that his accompanying comments were especially penetrating.
Hatt hies sen ■ in his review said that he felt that .Fadiman ̂ in his select
ion and comments had clearly demonstrated the fact that James was "an 
artist whose realm included .consciousness not merely sensibilities,,

The next year Matthiessen$ s own collection of Henry James $ s stories 
came onto - 2h the introdnction. he develops the thesis that: Jameses 
Portrait of an 'Artist is contained, in his works. To. demonstrate this 
thesis" Matthiessen selects eleven short stories by .James: that #efe :. 
written between the years 1873=1903, He arranges them in the chrono
logical order of their writing so that they might better convey to the 
reader a sense of the development of James’s Portrait of an Artist, In' 
1947 Matthiessen came out with another collection of James8s stories,
‘ This book was accompanied by Matthiessen’s usual penetrating critical 
insight. Its stories were selected on the basis of their American .

. . ; ̂ %eniy James, The .Great Short Kovels of Henry James, ed, Philip •
: Sihv (Hew York^ 1947)» . • ■ '■ . -

■ iG5Henry Jameŝ  The Short Stories of Henry James a ed, Clifton Fad- 
iman (iTewTorkj 1945):, f .... . .v. - V ' : f . ; ;

lG6!iipimelessness of -Henry JamesSaturday Review of literature, 
j m i l  fQcti;20> 1945)s„ 9» 1 : ; n-
:' .f %7"Not Quite the Real Thing, " New Republic, , 0X111 (Dec. 3y 1945) ,
;;’7#».:I':/- :. ■ ;f .4 ; f ; . -v:; :■ / : : > n 1 v. .. - '. : ''' f ' " ■':

lOSHenry James, Henry Jamesg Stories of Writers and Artists, ed,
F, C, Matthiessen (Hew fork, 1946) , - ,
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■ subject matter. . The Sot ebooks of HenryJames appeared In this .same ' 
year (1947) It is of prime importance in the understanding of ..
James the artist.; From it comes one of the clearest pictures that we 
now have of an Important. art 1st at work. The Mot ebooks have taken their 
place alongside of Hawthorne 8.s notebooks ̂ Emerson 8 s journal and - the ;

• Thoreau journals =, ‘j '-:-'vl', . rr':-;. V.:'. / -/-V''.-vV y '■
The abpve is not meant to be a complete list of the . collections 

of' Jameses works that found: their way into print at this time, but only 
those of particular interest because of their bibliographical or critical 
. inclusionSo : " - ' ■:

As might be expectedthe reprinted'collections of. James8 s works 
elicited a great deal of critical comment <, the most important of which 
was,: P. W» Dupee^s The Question of Henry . James0~ ^  •••:]&*. Dupee collected

■ twenty-six critical essays that had been written; on James oyer a period . 
p of years „ - Chronologically these essays coyer the; years from 1879 to

1943o The appraisal of Jameses work herein contained is. perhaps best: . 
described by James Grossmans «The- appraisal of his work ranges from the 
ferociously comptemptaows dismissal of ThomasVBeer to the deep felt '

IQSHenry James, The American hovels • mid Btorles of -Henry James, 
edo-, F, Q. Hatthiessen (lew York, 1947) o - . f % ,
- il©Henry James, The Notebooks of Henry James, ed. F. Q<, Batt hies sen, 

(Bw Tork, 1947J, f ' ;'V - r:..'. • v f:
illfhe Question of Henry James t Collecfion of Critical. Essays 0 ed> 

F. Wi. Dupee (Mew fork, 1945) o : --f i ’



reverence of Percy Lubbocko James Grossman believes that Dtipee
failed to draw any conclusions or 'to bring in any verdict either on 
James's work or his critics,. He compares the collected essays to "the 
chart in an oculist6s office*, which is not read for its contents but 
for what it reveals about those who read if0" Had Grossman said that 
the essays should be read for what they reveal about their writers he 
would have more nearly described Dupee1s intentions. From this wide - 
selection of essays that cover a sixty year period* it is possible to . 
come to some conclusions regarding the history of Jamesian criticism.
Aside from this many of the essays have Individual value as studies of 
James^s works.

Articles that appeared in the periodicals from 1945 to 1950 were 
concerned with speculating on the revival of interest in Henry J a m e s*-̂ -3 
conparing him to other a u t h o r s o r  treating upon the revisions in 
the Hew York e d i t i o n , ...

l^^Pursuit of Henry James*" Wat ion 3 C1Z1 (Hov0 1?* 1945)* 525« :
George Stevens* "The let urn of Henry James *" Saturday Review 

of literature*,ZXFIll (larch 3* 1945)*- 7=8* 30* 32=33* Clifton FadBtan* 
,9$he Revival of Interest in Henry James *" Hew York Herald Tribune* XXI 
(Jan, 14* 1945)* l=2s: R, Rosenfeld* "James Revivalg" Commonwealths,
XXXX111 (Jan, 11* 1946) * 329=332. "™~ .

-̂̂-4James Grossman* "The Face in the Mountain *" Ration * CIXI (Sept, #* 
1945)* 230=232; B, K, 'Breton, - "James and Conrad*" Yale Review, XXF (Dec.* 
1945)* 265=285.

11% , A, Gettman* "Henry James %  Revision of The American ," American 
literature * X?I (Jan.* 1945)* 279=295* F, 0, Hatfhiessen* "The Painter ®-s' 
Sponge and Famish Bottles Henry James %  Revisions of The Portrait of a 
lady," American Bookman, I (Winter* 1944) * 49=68, .



In t W  last year to be covered In this survey, there was a
decided falling off in the mnonnt of criticism on Henry James, The 
•literary magazines neglected him, with a few exceptions, and the hmber'' 
of books in which he was a major subject of; discussion was decidedly 
limited. Frank R.■Leavisin his book, devotes himself to proving that 
James %  best period was his early period., Ei comparison to The Portrait 
of /a lady Xeayis felt that The ■Ambassadors. could be classified" as a : 
work: of senility. Although this book is ranked highly among recent 
critical treatments5̂ ^  its strong points, George Eliot? s influence on 
James, is balanced by his superficial treatment of The Ambassadors as 
a work of art. • Elizabeth Stevenson’ s book is the most „comprehensive '
treatment that appeared on James during 1949. Miss Stevenson offers 
a rather complete general, treatment of the whole Jamesian subject. The 
principal value of the book to an investigating student is the reference 
index. This, index. can - be used to immediately locate any subject upon 
which Miss Stevenson dealt in the - body .of the book.l-^

American criticism that appeared on- Henry James from the time of 
his death until 1950, like that .-which appeared during his lifetime, ■ 
does not fit into'any easily discernible pattern. His reputation with 
the critics was principally affected by turns: of fashion rather? than ' • ,
by what he had really given to the world in the way of art.

H6pra.nk:: R. leavis a The Great Tradition (Mew York, 1949), pp« 126-172, 
• ll?The Portable Henry James, ed„ Morton Dauwen Zabel (New York,

r.l95l3,/p.:;h94^ :v :;:- ; ' V ■ t ^
llfelizabeth Stevenson c The Crooked Corridor (Mew York, 1949)t ’ '



Paring the peripd from 1916 to 1920 James seemed to have gained 
the critical approval that he had enjoyed in IS8O0. Gritieism of this 
period was first aroused by the author's death and kept alive after
ward by the posthumous publication of his works« James'was ably de
fended by critics: such as Stuart P, Sherman, Joseph. Warren Beach, Percy 
Lubbock, T;« So Eliot , and a host of lesser critics whose eulogies of 
James could hardly be regarded as sound criticism. Although the gener
al tone of the critics of this period’ was favorable, there was an under
current of dissatisfaction with James rs work, as was exemplified by " . 
Fred L. Pattee and Henry Seidel Canby, who later changed his mind about 

. James ts abilities as a writer0 , ; ■ • . .  ̂ . .: '! '
' Prom 1916 to 1920 Jamesian criticism, as a whole, took on a new y 

quality; critics had begun to puzzle out . the figure in his carpet and . v 
their, more penetrating criticism Showed this. With the coming of the : 
20'S Jamesrs reputation with the critics, appeared to be fairly well 
established upon a sound basis. Strangely enough criticism did not 
steadily progress from, this point to a complete understanding of James, 
During the 20rs, with a few notable exceptions, Jamesian criticism de
generated into the unsubstantiated 'accusatibns: of "fernon Farrington,
Wm  Wyck Brooks, Thomas Beer, and Ludwig Eewisohn, : In this experimental 

and. eclectic era the form, clarity, and artistic eraftmanship of James 
was not popular; fashion had once more turned from him. He was consid
ered :outmoded- when he was ahead of the van; he was considered snobbishly 
genteel when he was, in. truth, snobbish gentilityrs sharpest critic; 
he was accused of being a dull expatriate when his works were almpst . - - 
wholly American; he was felt'to be obscure when incisive clarity was



6r$e of his most ass iduously cultivated aims; he was considered esoteric 
to the point of unreadability when his. works, were- as understandable to 
one thinking person .as another. It was not the fashion in, the 20 ! s to 
be cosmopolitan; to have more than one possible level of--interpretation! 
to'haye form and subtlety in a novel| to subjugate physical action to • 
the action of the mindo It might be said of James’s work that it did 
. not: roai? loud. enough;to be heard in the- Roaring 20t;s<, The early part ' ' 
of the 1930s s saw a revival of interest in Henry James that was based 
upon more sound principles.of eriticiSHi than anything that had appeared 
;before. Criticism such as that by Edmund Wilson. "B, B'o Blaclcm.nrs Edna 
Kentons Robert Cantwelland Marianne Moore did much to dispell the 
ridiculous charges brought -against James by ahtiidhteMectUai'saoBt of 
the 1920%. They also were instrumental in bringing to light many :
mplumbed depths in James ®s stories« . ' - : . .

By the middle: 30% it seemed that James was. at last safely, launched 
■ in-the eyes of the critics as one; of our greatest American, novelist So 
But the,'evidence was,not borne out by the facts; interest in him died 
down5' and almost a decade passed -before he came, once more into the 
critical, spotlight» The year of his centenary (1943)- brought forth- , f"/.. 
several; symposiums ̂ and a hdst - of. articles appeared in almost every - 
leading literary magazihe. Criticism at , this time picked up where it ,
had left off in the middle 30%«' It was based upon an under standing. -
- reading of damesW work and a sincere attempt to penetrate -below the ; 
placid surface depths that had appeared to be so dull to the middle ' 
class eritic of the 1920*'s. It was no. longer the maxim of the critiĉ  
if you can*t understand it and canrt use it destroy it. For the first "



time the critics as a whole seemed to feel thatj if you couldn't -under
stand it, you should- study it and perhaps. you would find that the fault :: 
lay with you rather than the artist, tan Wyck Brooks, Vernon Farrington, 
and Fred Iv Pat tee had been so. thoroughly discredited, in their, estimation 
of James that. critics pow, hesitated to so blatantly; proclaim their: ignore 
ance<, Until this time there had been two groups of James, critics 0 One 
felt that if they -couldn’t easily understand. him he must be good) anoth
er believed that if they eoulcWt' easily understand him' he must be poor.
; low a third .type.' appeared.. on the scene and they felt that if he was not " 
easily understandable he should be studied. This attitude led to a 
true'appreciation of James as an artist. Of course, in summing up the 
critics in this fashion it should not be - forgotten that there was always 
a. Core of followers who had, to a large extents understood and apprec
iated James from first to last, and te them should go a great deal of 
credit, not only for what: they have done in establishing James, as one 
of the American greats in literatures but also for what they have con
tributed to the field of scholarship. ty . :

Throughout the.4G%pJamesMs reputation cohtinued to grow until, at 
last, what he actually accomplished seems to be established above and 
beyond any interest of .a timely kind, no matter how pertinent that 
Interest might be.-  ̂ • - . y.. ' - '
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In view of the, fact that James since his. death has enjoyed other 
revivals of interest in his works that the passage of time proved to 
be temporarys it might be of interest to investigate the causes behind 
this last revival in an effort to determine whether or not it is based 
upon lasting values that will give to James a permanent place in the 
field of American literature„ Any writer whose revival depends upon 
a passing.fad in literature or upon;temporary social conditions, no 
matter how widespread they may be, can rest assured that the interest .
•in his work will pass with the passing of the fad or conditions = Sus
tained interest in an author'Es work must depend upon timeless values
• that he has, included in his art. These values must have sufficient.
• Universality to be reeognized by men of varied social and fashioBable' ‘
predilections, . S'; :
“ ' In the field of literature it is usually necessary for works of ■ p ;:

art to undergQ two judgments| the first.that of the artist’s contem
poraries and the second that of posterity. The contemporaries of the 
artist judge his works andin accordance with the values that they 
hold, relegate them to positions ranging from obscurity to spotlight 
'prominence,:; These judgments are often inadequate generally., because the . 
critic is a more, limited product of his age than is the writer who, as . 
a- preGursor 'of• .eyents to^oome,.i and ;Wrltes for : future ' .' ,;t
generations and as/a consequence is condemned by his own. At times 
these same invalid judgments go to the. other extreme and shower.
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unwarranted praise on a contemporary ■writer who falls from grace in the 
eyes of a more discerning posterity. It is not necessary to be a ration- 

in order to justify the false criteria whereby an age measures 
its own worth. Perhaps the old expression relating to the forest and 
the trees is sufficient explanation to account for at least half of 
these mistakes, Unfortunately for many writers their well deserved 
laurels needs must be hung upon their headstones, But fortunately for 
the timeless audience of art the second classification of the artist’s 
workss conducted by subsequent generationss often unearths buried masters 
pieces and offers them to the public.

In America, we have had two notable examples of the post mortem 
discovery of literary giants,' Herman MSlvillep 'who thirty years ago 
was almost unknown^ has become a common word in the college student’s 
vocabulary. If we have produced a world figure ih literature5 it must 
be Melville, And yet. in his own times, he was only recognised for those 
lesser works which today we think of as scarcely worthy of the great 
mind that produced Moby Dick, There is no need to comment upon the 
stature of Walt Whitman who, like Melville, has come only lately into 

his own & , ; - ..
■ Perhaps worthy of mention in connection with the above two is a 

third rediscovery,. Henry James in the height of his lifetime popular
ity could never have sunned himself in the adulations of his public.
His audience was always very limited, and most of his reviewers were 
barely friendly. In reviewing Wings of the Dove''Frank Moore Colby, 
said, “He is as pleased with motives that lead nowhere as with anything
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elseoH- ^ Mowbrayj, another critic of the t3tie> said of Wings of the
Dove, "James was principally occupied in throwing his ^harmonizing 
blure over the inadequacy of what it was written about»»120 Even Will
iam Dean Howells, James8 s staunchest supporter, in Americas dismissed 
the Sacred Fount as interesting experimental work but not great, la 
reference to Wings of the Dove Howells felt that James should not ob
trude so often and that he should allow his characters to explain them— 
selves.!^- These opinions are by no means the most unfavorable that 

appeared about James but may serve to remind the reader of the general 
nature of the type of criticism under which he had to struggle.

James made several attempts to capture popular recognition, but 
each attempt failed. That he was aware of the principal cause of his 
failure can be noted in his statement as to what stimulated him to 
write "The Figure in the Carpet.11 He was acutely aware of the Anglo- 
American ?s "so marked mistrust of anything like close analytic apprec
iation . "252 The story was therefore a plea to his more discerning 
readers to give his work the careful analysis that was necessary for 
its appreciation. As for the general public this plea went unheeded.

The reasons for his failure in his own times and the reasons for

    —  .

li^Bookman, X?I (Nov.,, -1902), 260. -
220mThe Apotheosis of Henry James,” Critic. XII (Nov., 1902), 

409-414. , - ' .
12li!j.fj.0 Jameses later Works," North American, ClXXfl (Jan,, 1903) , 

125-137. ' 1 '
122pfr q0 Matt hies sen, Henry James g Stories of Writers and Artists 

(New York, 1946), p. 6. ■ '



his ascendancy to a position of international popularity in this .gen- : 
eration have never been entirely explained̂  but many theories have been.

. advanced o - . ; : :
In order for a work to bedome popular.the reader should be able 

to recognize the setting, understand the situations or at least identify 
himself with the characters„ The Jamesian setting is one that only a 
few people were familiar with; ft was limited to the upper. class of 
society in Europe and America, and sometimes a knowledge of both socie
ties was neeessazy to fully appreciate, it. At the time America was 

: concerned with its own development and was looking to the West to., see 
-its future. It could hardly be expected to be interested in a phase 
of {life that was removed from it in direction and t ime. James 5 to 
Americansy in his search for a suitable setting had turned to a past 
frpm Which they felt they had only recently escaped. This choice of 
his plus the fact that he took up residence in Europe was .resented by 
potential American readers on the lower level. The discriminating 
readers still appreciated him as is.evidenced by his unanimous election 
to one of the highest seven posts in the American Academy of Letters 
and Arts in 1905. But s as Simon Bowell-Smith put its "Prejudice at . 
a lower level smouldered on; it flared up with his naturalisation as a 
British subject when Britain̂  but not America was involved in- war.

A good example of this .prejudice, outside the normal run of ill- 
natured gossipj, may be found .in fThe Personal Recollections of Henry ■ ̂
’ Jamesj?' contributed by 1. Badal to Scribner?s Magazine :ln 1920.

. i23gimon Bowell-Smith, The ’ legendlof the Easter (Mew York, 194S),



Badal had Icnowi James off and on since the ŝeventies when both were 
living "in London = He is preoccupied almost throughout his article ;- 
with. Jasests attitude towards Merica and Americans, and he ends it 
with a regretful picture of the American James might havebeen» (Per-: 
haps he had not read, the Jolly Corner^)  ̂ v :'' - ■ V '

This resentment on responsible levels by critics such as IJadal 
and Van ̂ rck Jtoooksp. who felt that Jamesr s works deteriorated in pro- ' 
portion to the; time spent away from. America, plus the quips of lesser 
men, such as Colonel Higginson, who replied to the suggestion-that 
James was cosmopolitan, "Hardly, for a cosmopolitan is at home even in 
; his own country, led to his being almost unknown and unsought after i
in his own lando In fact, when he was.-alluded to at, a public• function 

';in the nineties,as "the late Henry James," it is said that there was ■ 
not even a muaur of protesto^9 * ■. '
i. The situation into, which James sometimes forced his characters 
was one almost entirely devoid of" physical action» ■ To an audience . ! 
psychologically uneducated to appreciate the drama of conflicting emot- 
ions his works could have been nothing less than an ordealo George . 
Meredith once said on looking at the "Jolly Corner," "Poor old James, ; - ; 
he sets down on paper these mysterious rumblings in his bowels-but who ;

Mo Hueffer as quoted by Simon Nowell-Smith in Legend of the 
M a s t e r , p .  7 & '  xl'- i" L':( L- i p  ; 'L. : '



could be expected to understand them?1’̂  ■ The Jamesian character had 
two strikes against him from, the begiunings he was an intellectual; 
and Intellectuals are not popular unless they have other characteristics 
as well, Bren the populars intellectual Hamlet rose to melodramatic 
heights of action̂  ; v:. ■ %: ’ " ■

Jameses characters were motivated by drives and needs that we $ 
ip our hew psychological awarenesss -.are capable of understanding but 
which sounded like pages of pointless verbosity to his‘contemporary 
readers. In understanding his lack of appeal in his .own day it.is , ' 
necessary to remember that psychology was in its infancy, and it is .

■.also-necessary to Understand that James’s psychological subtleties are 
not'easy; even for the initiated to understand. Other accusations that 
were leveled against his: characters, such as those made by Hy G, -Wells 
regarding the sexlessneSs: of them, stand pretty well disproved in the 

light of what we now know about the relationship between personality 
and sex. However, the restraint under which he madehis characters act 
easily led his; readers.:tQ believe: that they had no emotions, of a very 
passiohate nature. From this premise it was natural to take the next 
; step and say, as H, G, Wells did, "James never lookedjat a woman from .
the waist down,«127 " - ‘ ^

James was one of tb® of, naturalistic- literature, and
this too had; an adverse effect on his' popularity. For any wide: '

IS^George.Meredith, as quoted by Simon lowell-Sfflith in legend of;--; 
■the laster, p., 78. / p i;' ? '•Vv'- ; ■ • ; i;'- ; ‘ ;1. t

127h, G, Wells as quoted by H„ S, Canby, "Return of Henry James," 
Saturday Review of Literature, XXXI (Jan, 24, 194S), 9”10,



divergence from an accepted form, or style is nearly always met with 
condemnation or alarm. Since his time we •have come to accept the nat- \ 
tiralists that followed close upon his heels, and we now appreciate what 
.Horri's, Crane ̂ and Inndon did for literature, Those who followed and 
were affected by him have helped prepare us to:accept his style. The • 
Critics of his day and the public were too concerned with the immediate 
problems of their day; expansion, reconstruction^ and all over physical ;
development of America to take the time to understand James,

During his own life James was a secretive type of person. He :
believed that everyone had a right to a private life. He believed this
especially about himself $ going so far hs. to make a bonfire in which . 1 
he burned'everything that he felt was too private for publication, , ? 
This desire for privacy detracted a. great deal from the advertisement ■ 
that he would have otherwise received, 3h short, he suffered from the 
lack of a good publicity agent. With all these weights hanging around- 
the neck of his popularity it is no wonder that it creSloftgn^at ■ 
a, pretty low level, / - >V: ' .I: .,1- : , ■: '

■ Any explanation of the James revival must take into account the ■ 
fact that a new and different audience has been created for him? an 
audience that no longer feels that psychological analysis.has no place 
in literature. This hew audience has been created in part 5 as Mr, 
fowley said, "by a new literary nationalism as is shown by the new ■ 
courses in American literature being offered in the universities. We

■ KSlfiOB Idel, "The: James Revival,” Atltatic Monthly, Omxll (Seri... 
W # , .  96-98..



have begun to study our own literary pasts and in this, study we have 
discovered Henry" James o" this accounts for the-' discovery of James as 
a figure in our literary history but does not account for his present 
popularity. Mr. Cowley believes that, the most important factor involved 
in the return of Henry James is the international advertisement that he 
has received at the hands of the;lew School of Criticism. "This school 
of criticism began as a revolt against proletarian novels and Marxian 
criticism,, but has gradually developed into a revolt against historic 
or genetic criticism of any kind. Nothing satisfies its leaders except 
permanent5 unchanging^ moral and esthetic values„ Works' of art are - 
being judged in and for themselves as if independent of any social 
movement: or social theories. Jaro.es s-S work meets these qualificat- ,
ions more nearly than any other works of his time. As a consequence - 
of his aloofness, to the social trends> an aloofness that cost him. his 
. popularity thenf -he is now receiving the large' scale, advertisement and . : 
the close study that have helped to make him popular today. GoncurMpg 
in the opinion that a careful study by the new critics has in part 
been responsible for the James revival is Simon lowell-Smith. He felt . 
that Jameses rise to popularity during the last fourteen years has been 

due to the interest in his technical achievement that was taken by 
American scholars and critics.^30 Henry Seidel Ganbyj in agreement . ;

said, f®any writers, todayy tiring of a mechanical'Craft 5 are looking 
for a master and find one in, Henry James. Hareful analysis'of his

. 12%@lcolm Cowleys 'Whe Betum of Henry Jamesstt Hew Republic,
CZ# (Jan. 22<, 1945)2 121-122. yy :, : 'ny ; .

i30smith9 p. xi. ; I ;



chairaeters and a close study of their moral values has made him inter
esting to present-day writers„ He freed his characters from the struggle '
of the world in order to study them as heihge- rot motivated by immediate 
.physical n e e d s . ;: ;.>-y ■ %

ihe timeless qualities of dames have done much to make him.- aceept- 
able' todâ ,. as a great writer.. One of the qualities that; makes James - 
. timeiess is the fact that his background> however excellent 3 never ■ 
dominates. Character and setting are always subordinated „td situation.
And, although he often uses a wealth of detail in his descriptions, he 
newer loses ; sight of the. fact that his setting and characters are means :• 
of bringing to’life a situation. His subject matter almost always 
dealt with moral values which were completely unaffected by the social 
values'. Although he made use of the social, patterns, the values with.
^hich'he'was concerned had a basis that Went beneath the superficial 
mores of his. society arid-were founded upon psychological truths that : 
are forever valid.:- to fact that he was: a • psychologist, made him hard' . . •
to understand by his own generation. As Ganby put it, "He studied 
behaviour, spiritual and emotional behaviour,:in order that he might 

’ use his findings in the recreation of personality. -This took place in 
the youth; of psychology when the habit of . psychological thinking was . 

not widely formed. But our fwenfieth Gentury has been educated in ;
: psycholopr. Behaviour tp .us as it was to James is not good or bad be
haviour as it was to the Victorians.; It is the key whereby we unlock .

■ m i  (Jan. 24, 1948), %  . "r ' ■ ' ' '



the closet of causes of actions. But even yet the subtlety of the 
'analysis scad the rhetorical style of James remain as a stumbling, block 
to comfortable reading, He clothed his psychological Ideas in the 
garments of art, and .so dressed they were hard to understands”132 His 
characters ate realistic enough to be considered as case histories that 
the modern psychologist, with the aid of a couch, could analyse after 
a few seances o But the average layman' might wish them to be a little 
less subtlety motivated, : :. ; ; '" . v : ■

Paul Rosenfeld, a book dealer in Hew fork, noticing that the works 
of James were suddenly in demand, began to question his James customers 
as to why: they were interested in him. The answers he received fitted 
•into three general patterns. The most common one had to 'do vath under
standing the real nature of people, They. felt that James gave, them 
characters that were motivated by fundamental psychological needs and ; 
drives, : In their , new "awareness of the psychological makeup of mankind, 
they were no longer satisfied with characters that were superficially 
motivated. The following quotation" may help to explain their feelings 
"What can you learn of the real nature of people from Steinbeck and . 
Sinclair'lewis or even Dreiser?" The second reason given was that 
they., did ;hdt. want; characters" who were • 'essentially instinctive... They ; -I 
were interested in people who understood the society in which they lived 
and were therefore 'responsible to a large extent for their actions. ,
&  the words of the customerss "James »s characters are not just simple ■ 
and instinctive. They;have power of will and are responsible for



themselveso.” fhe nex6. reason was that James was worth while studying 
: for- his style alone. As a wholes discerning readers seem to have tiredt i , 
of the -unrestrained; perhaps one might sa.j uncontrolled, style of the- 
m ’iters.' of the Twentieth Century, Th James they Sound a writer whose '
' form and style fitted his subject matter. One of Hr, Rosenfeld$:s more . 
vociferous customers summed, it up as follows: his style; there . ’
is nothing in modern literature to :compare to it for nobllity»,,̂ 3 ■

The: acceptance of James as a literary artist of magnitude has 
not been confined to any one particular school of, criticism. Si fact, 
he owes much to those social, perhaps even political liberals, who have 
little sympathy for the ruling■elite, who were the subjects of James?s 
: delineations. This indicates that Jameses- criticism has penetrated i 
far deeper than any criticism based upon .social leanings would be will- .

, ing to go, James, them has transcended temporal limitations and is 
being valued for his real contributions. Critics holding such widely 
divergent opinions ,on social questions as F, 0, Matthiessen and T, Sc 
Eliot have each found in James many of the same praiseworthy, lasting 
values. In considering:'that James is now undergoing a literary reviv— . ; 
al that is of a permanent nature, it might be of interest to. compare 
the obvious scholarly revival with his general popularity as a writer, :

Information received from two publishing houses that handle James ?-s 
works (;Seribnere s Sons and Harper and Brothers); indicates that the i/ '

2-33Paul Bosenfeld, "Henry James Revival," Commonweal, Ill'll (Jan, 11; 
r !946), :329-332, : ' 'i'-: -: - :,l.:



expensive editions of James8:s. works have still not found their way onto 
the bookshelves of the average reader» The following quotation.from 
,a: letter from Harper.Brothers is self-explanatory, "We published Wash
ington Square from 194© to. 1943 -and then permitted it to go out of
.print. Dw period we .sold 70 copiesc Daisy Miller was handled
from 1940 to 3.947 when it also went out -of print. -We sold l<,255 copies 
of it. The Ambassadors sold 19^57? copies during-the period 1940-1950. 
This title is s of course, still in print."^34 ^ quotation from a letter 
from Charles Scribner's Sons is just as revealing? "Only two James 
titles are- now in prints The Art of the Kovel and Wings, of the Dove. ■
The American Scene has just recently gone out.of print. In 1952/ these
three titles sold 388,. 423 and 3© copies . respectiveiy. ".̂ 9- •

. These figures oh the sale of lames*s work in their more expensive ■ 
editions' do not present a complete" picture of how he has been received 
by the public since many reprint houses are turning out editions.
These cheaper editions havej perhaps played an interesting role in ' ..
the revived popularity of Henry lames. Through them his works, have 
been made available at reduced prices to the-reading public. When 
the sales figures, on’ lames from one of these reprint houses are com
pared with those received from Harper and Brothers or Scribner r-s. Sons. 
the importance of the inexpensive editions; in Henry Jameses rise to 
popularity" becomes immediately obvious. A letter received from Random ;

134fetter from Robert G. Hawley. Harper and Brothers (April 6.

i35letter ; from Wallace Meyer 5. Charles Scribner 8 s Sons (March 51,



House>.,2hc.». (The Modern Library) - does much to Complete the picture of-

Modern Library #10?5 PORTRAIT OF A M D 1 '

1950-52. - 19,630 (through Octo 952) :
... .Up to 1940- 9,160' , ■

TURN OP TH1 SGHBW and THE LESSON OF THE MASTERModern-
1940-49 -r 36s48S .
1950-52- - 16,950 (through Oct. $52) :
Op to 1940—— 14,046: ' - '

.Modern Library #269, WASHINGTON; SQUARE ' / . . .
1950-52 - 85,061 (through Oct. 5̂2) ...

: :l6deihi' W r a r y  #244,. WBTGS: OF THE DOVE. _ . .1- >  ,

1940-49 - 13,109
1950-52 - 10,319 (through 0ct„ 952)

: / Modern Library Giant, #!!, SHORT STORIES OF HENRY JAMES- :
) : . ;.;i940-49 v;:2 4V9W:':'2^
' . 1950^52 - 8,980 (through Octo 9:52) ' ’

R^domrHbuse edition, SHORT; SPOftdlS OF HENRY; LAMES

1945-1953 - 23,531 ' : .
These figures, take ■ bn added importance when viewed in the light 

of the fact that Modern Library is only one of seven inexpensive.

136jLetter from T» R0 Asher, Random Houses Inc.,
CAprii 16; 1 9 5 3 ) 0 ' '':t:vt:; .'-.it-- .
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reprint houses that publish works of James 0 -̂ 37 The James revival, 
then, seems to be both critical and popular in nature^

This renewed interest in James8s works can perhaps be attributed 
to a few significant and. somewhat related causes. The customary charges /. 
that were leveled against James s he and hence his work has no deep 
rooted ties; his snobbery imposed upon him a pathetically limited sub
ject matter; his emotional range is too limited; he sacrificed content 
to form; his style is esoteric to the point of unreadibility; were more 
than offset by his close workmanship; his penetrating insight; his 

many and devious subterranean roads, all leading toward a major final 
resolution; his international viewpoint that is pertinent to our time—  
we are living in a smaller, and smaller world; his satire on the leisure 
class; his profound representation of the moral experiences of man; 
his ability to create a character who is so complete he seems to exist 
beyond the: exigencies of the situation; his subordination of communal 
problems and social mores of his time, that would have dated his works, 
to character and situation that have a valid basis in fundamental psy
chological truthso When these universal qualities of his art are juxta
posed with the qualities of existing criticism, it becomes evident that 
criticism has at last evolved a criterion with which it can measure 
Jameses art. And James will exist as long as a standard for measuring: 
him. exists. The standard of comparison for evaluating James has been 
made almost universal by the advertisement he has received at the hands

137walter Harding, A Check list of Inexpensive Reprints of Works 
of American literature (Virginia, 19531?- P» ko-



pff the 'Wew School of Criticism. The final acceptance of naturalism 
brought about by the novelists who followed James and a general revolt 
.against the formlessness of the Twentieth Century novel have played 
an important part in establishing interest in his .worksIn short/ 
Jaimes rs plea for an analytical reader has. be>n answered«
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